Princeton Tops Pucksters Wells, with Outstanding

Fred Culick '56 scored unassisted to Princeton 6-1, in a game played in the Boston Arena on December 17. The Engineers outplayed the Tigers during the first period but Princeton dominated the puck in the last two periods. The referees scheduled to officiate the game failed to appear but fortunately a referee was present among the spectators and he officiated the game by himself.

Strong First Frame
Coach Bob Martin started the line of four Goodman 57, John Sullivan 57, and Stu Paterson 57 that was the whole team. Captain Harold Wells 57 and Nick DiBona 57 stopped the Orange and Black offense and the only score was in the Beaver offensive zone.

In the first period, MIT's mighty rookie, Dave Wilson 57, scored a drive, beating goalie; led the field to the wire, in the excellent time of 1:15.7. In the 56 yard sprint, Smith and McCroery were out of MIT's spot. Wilson broke several individual times of the year to defeat the visitors' Frank MacLaughlin enabled them to preserve their sensational leading dim.

Trail By Fifteen
U.N.H. had maintained a fifteen point margin throughout most of the second period. With about eleven minutes to go the Engineers started to cut the lead back. Coach Scotty Whitelaw's men hit for eight straight points to preserve their rapidly diminishing lead.

A late last half surge led by center Dottie Vergun fell just short as the varsity basketball teams succumbed to University of New Hampshire, 78-72. Vergun scored twenty-three points, fifteen in the last ten minutes. Only seniors Frank MacLaughlin enabled them to preserve their spectacular leading dim.

Trail At Half
U.N.H. shotting almost forty-eight percent from the floor, led at halftime, 46-33. MIT was a weak twelve for fifty for the floor and only nine out of twenty from the charity line during the first half. The fast-breaking U.N.H. went tallied up a quick seventeen point lead, 52-34. Tech Scotty Whitelaw found the answer to the speedy New Hampshire men, substituting Phil Plattman 56, Bernie Dennan 56, and Dan Linsky 56. With regulars Vergun and Veek, the Beavers slowed down and made a comeback, making up for what they lacked in shooting ability, speed and excellent rebounding. U.N.H., which had appeared unbeatable was unable to hold its sensational early pace. If not for the sensational second half show of MacLaughlin, the second half Tech drive would have been successful.
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The Tech

Frost Swimmers Rout Tufi Team For Second Win

On December 15th at Alumni Pool the promising Tech Freshman Divi- sions took the measure of Tufts Fresh- men, 27 to 23, for the Engineers' second straight win of the young season. In the first event, the meet's ready- riey crew of Alan Johnson, Joe Durivac and Captain Will Veek bombarded to victory in 1:08.7 as Johnson, swim- ming the lead backstroke for took a commanding early lead, with Durivac increasing it, and Veek coasting to the finish, to give Tech a 6-4 margin.

Wilson Wins Again
Dave Wilson, 190 man, again led the field in the wire, in the excellent time of 1:15.7. U.T. Nachman took third place with his back time of 2:19.0. In the 56 yard sprint, Smith and McCroery were out of MIT's spot. Wilson broke several individual times of the year to defeat the visitors' Frank MacLaughlin enabled them to preserve their sensational leading dim.

Lead Changes
Tufts! are swimming, Princeton took top honors in the next event, the grueling 150 Individual medley, with Skidmore and Plencner of Tech finishing 3-4, as Tufts took a 17-15 lead going into the dive. In the diver, the Massachusetts forged ahead as Jaime Lagunio and Dan Holland of Tech took first and second in a close battle on the board.

With the Tech leading 23-18 at this point, Dave Wilson came up with his second win of the evening as he negotiated the 100 freestyle in 53.9, with Captain Veek just nixed in.

The second period saw a complete turnaround of the first as an aggressive and spirited Princeton attacker took advantage of the Engineer team which had lost all but one of its first period fights. Princeton scored twice, one goal com- 20 72

Stevens who are United States citizens or members of the Armed Services being bennably qualified and holding B.S. Degrees in Physics, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering. And Astronautical Engineering are eligible. Graduates must qualify for graduate studies.

The technical assignment will be the Research and Engineering Staff of Lockheed Missile Systems Division. The Advanced Study Program will be awarded the University's ceased above. If sufficient number of qualified students apply, as many as 100 awards will be granted.

Eligible trades and costs textbooks covering the number of units required by the University for a Master of Sciences Degree, will be borne by Lockheed. A travel and moving allowance will be provided for those residing outside the Southern California area.

How to apply
Contact your placement bureau or write
The Graduate Study Council for an application form and brochure detailing full gress of the programs.
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